Background and ObjectiveaaExcessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) is a common symptom of many sleep disorders. EDS is the result of disturbed sleep or the sleep-waking process. The measurement of the degree of EDS is important for diagnosis and for its correlation with the severity of sleep disorders. We aimed to compare the characteristics of sleep disorders which were related to EDS and to investigate whether the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) and multiple sleep latency test (MSLT) were correlated with the polysomnographic parameters. Methodsaa387 patients with EDS who completed both polysomnography (PSG) and MSLT were included. The severity of EDS was evaluated using ESS. Comparison of demographic, PSG, and MSLT results according to the final diagnosis and obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) subgroups categorized by the Apnea-Hypopnea Index. resultsaaThe ESS score did not differ between the groups, except for narcolepsy type 1 and delayed sleep phase disorder (p = 0.026). While the ESS score showed weak correlation with some PSG parameters, the mean sleep latency (mSL) of MSLT showed a significant and stronger correlation with PSG parameters. The mSL was significantly shorter in patients with severe OSA (4.6 ± 3.0, p < 0.001) while the ESS did not show any difference among the different severities of OSA (p = 0.754). Parameters which reflect OSA severity showed significant correlations with mSL. ConclusionsaaESS is insufficient for reflecting differences in the types and severities of sleep disorders, so the objective parameters of PSG and MSLT are necessary for more precise diagnosis. There was significant but weak correlation with mSL in the case of ESS ≥ 10, indicating that ESS was a poor screening tool but could be a convenient tool for follow-up study, rather than repeated MSLT.
INTRODUCTION
Excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) is one of the most frequent complaints in sleep laboratory visits [1] , and one of the cardinal symptoms for the diagnosis of central disorders of hypersomnolence [2] . EDS is characterized by increased sleep pressure at daytime, commonly assumed to be the result of disturbed sleep [1] or deficient control of the sleep-waking process [3] . Therefore, measurement of the degree of EDS is important as certain degrees of EDS are required for the diagnosis of specific sleep disorders, and the degree of EDS is correlated with the severity of sleep disorders [4] . EDS can also be used to assess the therapeutic response of sleep disorders.
Among the various methods used for the measurement of EDS, the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) [5] and the multiple sleep latency test (MSLT) [6] are commonly used. ESS is useful to screen for subjective EDS, while MSLT measures objective EDS through standardized tests in the sleep laboratory. 
Clinical and Polysomnographic Characteristics of Patients with Excessive Daytime Sleepiness
Yun Kyung Park, MD 1 Previous studies have found conflicting results regarding whether EDS measured by ESS or MSLT correlates better to the severity of sleep disorders, especially to the severity of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) [4] . Another study showed that ESS had a better ability to distinguish narcolepsy from normal subjects than MSLT [7] .
The purpose of the present study was to assess the final diagnostic composition of sleep disorders which were related to EDS, and to investigate whether ESS and MSLT correlated with polysomnographic parameters.
METHODS

Patient Selection
From January 2008 to February 2012, we retrospectively reviewed treatment-naïve patients who had completed both polysomnography (PSG) and MSLT in our tertiary neurological sleep laboratory. Six hundred thirty patients were initially included and 154 of them were excluded because of an incomplete dataset. Among the 476 eligible patients, 387 patients with ESS ≥ 10 and a clear-cut final diagnosis were evaluated (Fig. 1) . ESS ≥ 10 is accepted to indicate EDS [5] , and we excluded subjects with ESS < 10 because the validity of ESS below cut-off value has not been proven. The final diagnosis was made according to the international classification of the sleep disorder-3 criteria [2] , and medical records were reviewed and questionnaires were evaluated for accurate diagnosis.
The ethical approval of study was obtained by the Institutional Review Board of Samsung Medical Center (Study No. 2017-02-126). Written informed consent was not required because of the retrospective nature of the investigation.
Sleep Studies
PSG was conducted using an 18-channel recording system (Embla Co., Broomfield, CO, USA). We used six electroencephalogram channels, two electro-oculogram channels, a four channel electromyography for chin, intercostal muscles, and the right and left anterior tibialis, channels for nasal flow, arterial oxyhemoglobin saturation, and electrocardiography. PSG records were analyzed manually according to the criteria of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine [8] .
MSLT was performed on the day after nocturnal PSG and consisted of five nap trials during 20 min at 2-h intervals across the day, beginning 1.5 h after waking up [6] . The mean sleep latency (mSL) (mean time to fall asleep) and number of cases of sleep-onset rapid eye movement (REM) sleep (REM sleep appearing within 15 min after sleep onset) were documented. The patients were classified as suffering from mild [Apnea-Hypopnea Index (AHI), 5 ≤ AHI < 15/h], moderate (15 ≤ AHI < 30/h), severe (30 ≤ AHI < 50/h), or very severe (AHI ≥ 50/h).
Clinical Measurement
Prior to sleep tests, all patients completed questionnaires that included the ESS, Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS), and Beck Depression Inventory (BDI). According to the ESS questionnaire, an ESS ≥ 10 was defined as sleepy and ESS < 10 as non-sleepy. The SSS evaluates the current level of subjective sleepiness ranging from 1 (alert) to 7 (sleep onset soon) [9] . BDI is a tool for measuring the severity of depressive symptoms (BDI ≥ 10, clinically significant) [10] .
Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables are summarized with means and standard deviations and compared using analysis of variance and Tukey's post hoc analysis. Categorical variables are summarized using frequencies and percentages and compared among clusters using a chi-square test. p-values of < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. Correlation analysis was performed using Pearson's correlation coefficients. The analysis was performed using SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
RESULTS
Patient Characteristics
Subjective EDS as assessed by ESS scores ≥ 10 was present in 387 (81.3%) of 476 patients. Fig. 1 showed each group's (with ESS ≥ 10 vs ESS < 10) composition by the categorized sleep disorder diagnosis. There was no significant difference in the composition of the diagnosis between the two groups (p = 0.150). Two hundred forty-five (63.3%) of the 387 patients were male, with the mean age upon evaluation being 40.6 ± 18.9 (ranging from 7 to 79) years. The detailed diagnosis of subjective EDS group includes OSA (28%), narcolepsy type 1 (N1) (16.8%), narcolepsy 2 (N2) (15.5%), idiopathic hypersomnia (IH) (9.6%), restless leg syndrome (RLS) (6.2%), chronic insomnia disorder (5.9%), and delayed sleep phase disorder (DSPD) (5.7%). Cases with other diseases were very few (insufficient sleep, long sleeper, REM sleep behavior disorder, etc).
Of the chronic insomnia disorder patients, 82.6% had comorbid conditions, which included depression (n = 2), mild OSA (n = 10), delayed sleep-wake phase disorder (n = 3) and others.
Clinical and Sleep Study Characteristics of Subjective EDS Patients
338 subjects with seven more frequent sleep disorders were further analyzed (Table 1) . RLS or OSA patients who showed ESS ≥ 10 were older than narcolepsy and IH patients with ESS ≥ 10 (p < 0.001). The proportion of male patients was highest in OSA (p < 0.001) and Body Mass Index was higher in the OSA and N1 groups (p < 0.001).
The ESS score did not differ between groups except for N1 and DSPD (p = 0.026). OSA showed the shortest total sleep time (TST), highest Arousal Index (AI), longest wakefulness after sleep onset (WASO), and lowest sleep efficiency (SE)(p < 0.001) compared to the other groups. N1 showed significantly shorter sleep latency (SL) and REM latency than other sleep disorders on PSG (p < 0.001).
MSLT results revealed significant differences among the sleep disorders. The mSL was shortest in N1 and N2, and longest in insomnia and DSPD (p < 0.001). Sleep onset REM was more frequent in N1 and N2 than in other sleep disorders (p < 0.001).
In 
Comparing Patients with Different Severity of OSA
Of the 107 OSA patients with ESS ≥ 10, 20 (18.7%), 37 (34.6%), 20 (18.7%), and 30 (28.0%) were classified as mild, moderate, severe, and very severe OSA, respectively. The ESS, MSLT, and PSG parameters of the four groups of different severity of OSA are shown in Table 2 . No significant differences in the TST, SE, and SL were found between the groups. No differences in the ESS score were found, but mSL was significantly shorter in the moderate to very severe groups than it was in the mild group (p < 0.001). Patient with very severe degrees of OSA were more likely have lower levels of lowest oxyhemoglobin saturation (SaO2), longer lenghts of longest apneic duration, and lesser slow wave sleep (SWS).
The correlations between the sleep parameters, the mSL of MSLT, and ESS score are shown in Table 3 . ESS score was not correlated with any of the sleep parameters investigated. mSL showed negative correlation with AHI, longest apneic duration, and AI, and positive correlation with lowest SaO2 and amount of SWS. There was no significant difference in ESS severity between the sleep disorders. (p = 0.157). However, each sleep disorder showed significant differences in terms of mSL severity (p < 0.001). 8.6 ± 6.8 < 0.001 (4) > (1)(2)(3) (7), (4)(5)(6) > (2)(3), (6) > (2)(3) (7) MSLT parameters mSL (min)* (1)(2) < (2)(3) < (3)(4) < (4)(5)(6) < (6) (7) SOREM (n)* 3.8 ± 
Comparison of Sleep Disorders according to EDS Severity
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we investigated the characteristics of sleep disorders which contribute to EDS in patients. Central disorders of hypersomnia, sleep-related breathing disorders, sleeprelated movement disorders, chronic insomnia disorder and, circadian rhythm disorder were the major etiologies of EDS in our subjects, which were comparable to those found by a previous study [11] . Mean ESS score and ESS score distribution appeared to be similar among sleep disorders, which means ESS is not a discriminative test for the diagnosis of sleep disorders.
While ESS scores were significant but showed a weak corre- lation with mSL and some of the PSG parameters, mSL of MSLT showed significant and stronger correlations with PSG parameters. The correlation between mSL of MSLT and PSG parameters become more evident in OSA subgroup analysis. The mSL was significantly shorter in patients with severe OSA, while the ESS score did not significantly differ amongst patients with different severities of OSA. PSG parameters which reflect OSA severity, such as AHI, lowest SaO2, longest apneic duration, amount of SWS, and AI showed significant correlation with mSL. This suggests that mSL of MSLT might be a better indicator than ESS of EDS severity with reference to the severity of OSA. Previous studies of sleep perception and MSLT in chronic insomnia disorder showed lower ESS scores (2.81 ± 3.48) and higher mSL (14.05 ± 4.4 min) in patients [12] . In contrast to the previous study, we found EDS patients with insomnia and they showed high ESS scores (15.8 ± 2.9) and relatively high mSL of MSLT (8.8 ± 5.3 min). High ESS score seemed contradictory to the hyperarousal tendency of insomnia. The reasons for the discrepancy between the previous study and the present study are the high BDI score (20.5 ± 12.4) which is known to be attributable to the condition of EDS [13] and having comorbid condition in insomnia subjects in our study.
The discrepancy in ESS and MSLT have been discussed in previous studies [14, 15] and similar findings were replicated in our study. The difference in ESS and MSLT might reflect different aspects of EDS. The nature of MSLT is how quickly the subject falls asleep in a specific situation. The mSL of MSLT is measured objectively, while it may vary with the time of day and in response to a sleep-deprived state [7] . The ESS provides subjects' average sleep propensity in daily life. It may be strongly affected by gender, psychological factors, and the subjective perception of fatigue [16, 17] .
We should address some limitation of this study. Subjects in this study may not represent the general population. This study demonstrated the current states of patients with EDS who visited the sleep clinic in the university-affiliated hospital. We analyzed the data of patients who completed both PSG and MSLT during a certain period. MSLT is a diagnostic test for central hypersomnia thus usually performed for patients in whom central hypersomnia is suspected. This could be a reason that central hypersomnia accounts for some large portions. The preference of morningness and eveningness might affect EDS [18] , which we did not account for in this study. Considering that previous studies reported no overall differences in EDS across chronotypes, the effects of chronotype would be minimal [19] .
This study presented that ESS was not sensitive enough to discriminate sleep disorders or to reflect the severity of OSA. On the other hand, ESS may be a convenient study of EDS in some circumstances, such as in a follow-up study for the evaluation of treatment response instead of MSLT, considering the correlation between ESS ≥ 10 and mSL of MSLT.
We suggest that ESS is unreliable for screening, but objective parameters of PSG and MSLT might be needed for final assessments. 
